Operations & Maintenance
Maximising the performance of
your renewable assets
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GREEN
HYDROGEN

OVER 40 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE
With over 40 years’ experience developing,
constructing and operating renewable energy
assets, we understand the challenges and
motivations of stabilising and improving the
long-term yield of onshore and offshore wind,
solar and energy storage assets.
We employ the best in the industry as well as
develop the software, infrastructure and service
provision to ensure project compliance, whilst
maximising project revenues.
Our progressive O&M approach is unique to the
market. As an independent service provider, we
focus on what matters to you - from delivering
innovation to analysis, optimisation and
condition monitoring services. We go beyond
just boots on the ground.

Repowering
and Life
Extension

A recent study by DNV GL,
demonstrated assets managed
by RES perform 1% better than
industry standard.
Having delivered more than 23GW of renewable
energy capacity worldwide and supporting an
operational asset portfolio of 10GW, our team
has the experience, knowledge and skills to
ensure your solar, wind, battery storage and
transmission assets are in safe hands.

Development

Asset
Management

O&M

PPA

Construction

Safety is the highest priority at RES and it is our collective
responsibility to ensure that everyone goes home safe everyday.

ONSHORE
WIND
With our years of experience as a developer
and operator of wind farms, we have built up a
highly skilled team of engineers and technical
specialists providing first-class operations and
maintenance services for commercial, industrial
and utility clients.
We provide full-scope O&M services as well as
standalone services, for instance, scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance, major component
exchanges and repairs, blade repairs and
inspection regimes using non-destructive testing
(NDT) methods.
Working across a range of turbine models we
cover HSQE, HV, SCADA, condition monitoring,
data capture and analysis, system design,
plant optimisation, maintenance management,
performance testing and more.

With our background as a
developer and operator, our
team has the experience, skills
and knowledge to provide an
exceptional service.

OFFSHORE
WIND
RES has been involved in the development
and construction of offshore wind projects
since the sector began and as such has a deep
understanding of the engineering, technical and
operational challenges involved in offshore wind.
We provide long-term O&M packages as well as
standalone services such as above and below
water foundation inspections, HV maintenance,
statutory inspections, subsea inspections &
surveys. We also provide met mast maintenance
and data management, crew transfer, survey
vessels and remotely operated vehicle (ROVs)
as well as marine coordination and weather
forecasting, to name but a few examples.
By leveraging our 24/7 state-of-the-art control
centre to provide balance of plant (BoP) services,
including the associated offshore transmission
owner (OFTO) assets, we will work with you to
ensure that we maximise the performance of your
assets.
In addition to the range of O&M services,
we can also support you in the development
and construction of your project through our
experienced team that has capabilities in offshore
consenting, engineering and project management.

We will work with you to
determine the best option
to improve the performance
and maximise the value of
your renewable assets.
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SOLAR
PV
Providing full-scope solar O&M services for
asset managers and direct to owners, we focus
on delivering competitive and comprehensive
services to maximise revenue, minimise cost
and maintain the asset’s value.
Monitoring projects 24/7 from our Control
Centre, we deliver preventative and reactive
O&M services and provide essential supervision
for work on remote sites. It is our complete
understanding of components with effective
24/7 data capture and analysis that enables us
to develop both long-term maintenance plans
combined with quick response using skilled,
locally-based teams.
Services include site optimisation, reliability
improvements, fully compliant maintenance
as well as guaranteeing high levels of site
performance.

Our deep technical and
commercial understanding
ensures that your assets
operate safely and efficiently.

ENERGY
STORAGE
RES provides full-scope O&M services for over
80MW of energy storage in the UK&I alone.
Managing a range of storage revenue contracts
for owners, we take a proactive approach
and identify opportunities for making
improvements, supported by our deep technical
and commercial understanding.
We provide increased asset performance and
unparalleled outage management. We also have
a rigorous high voltage management system
with internal staff authorised to operate and
maintain HV assets.
With specialists in civil engineering, SCADA,
condition monitoring, performance analysis,
system design and more, you know you can
trust RES to safely manage your assets.

We take a proactive approach
and identify opportunities for
making improvements.

FLEXIBLE O&M
SERVICES
We know solutions need to be tailored
to meet your needs which is why
RES offers O&M services under longterm contracts as well as standalone
services for individual projects.
Our comprehensive O&M services
minimise both cost and lost
production as well as help improve
future production.
Below we have outlined some of the
standard packages we provide.

RES can provide integrated Asset
Management and O&M contracts
to maximise efficiencies and reduce
overall operations costs for clients.

“

As an O&M contractor, RES offers
unrivalled performance. Our
asset’s performance continues
to exceed expectations and we
benefit from exceptional service
from the technical experts at RES.
Saadat Ullah, Technical Portfolio Manager,
Foresight Group

Alternatively, we can work with you to develop a package to suit your needs. Below are some of
the services we provide to protect your revenue, maximise availability and optimise your assets.
• Scheduled maintenance

Packages

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Scheduled maintenance

24/7 remote monitoring & fault resets

Available warranty (time or yield based)

Unscheduled maintenance - Labour

Unscheduled maintenance - Minor parts
Unscheduled maintenance - Major parts, cranes
and special tools
Optimisation, Condition Monitoring and Balance of Plant services are optional.

We can also provide integrated Asset Management and O&M contracts. Further details can be provided
upon request.

• Inspection

• 24/7 remote monitoring and

fault resets

SCADA analysis

• HV and OFTO services

• Unscheduled maintenance

• Balance of Plant (offshore,

• Performance warranties

CCTV, HVAC, grounds,
security)
• Offshore services, above

or below water

• Life extension, repowering

and decommissioning
• Power performance

• Main component

analysis and optimisation

replacement
• Asset upgrades and retrofit

campaigns

• Condition monitoring and

• Drone thermography
• Anti-PID

• Spares management

ANALYSIS, OPTIMISATION AND CONDITION MONITORING
RES is unique in offering a complete analysis,
optimisation and condition monitoring service,
tailored to the needs of our clients. Using
industry leading, in-house developed diagnostic
tools, we analyse all sources of data with the
joint aims of increasing revenue and maintaining
asset value.
By accurately assessing the condition of your
asset, we optimise performance through
targeted maintenance.

This preventive and predictive approach allows
early detection of the onset of a failure,
minimising the impact of:
• lost production - by reducing lead time for

spare parts and pinpointing best time to carry
out any works.
• cost - by reducing number and severity of

failures allowing in-situ repairs
• risk - minimising physical checks and risk of

catastrophic failure

www.res-group.com

